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Goal
Efficient and discriminative approach to 
recognize objects and to discover automatically 
multiple intra-class modalities (object's views). 

Proposed Approach 
Combined approach to learn objects with multiple modalities: 

●Tracking step: online classifier to track the object during 
a video sequence and to acquire the training data (object  
and background samples).

●Classifier step: computation of a discriminative and robust 
tree-structured classifier, Boosted Random Ferns (BRFs), 
using the acquired training data in the tracking step.

●Clustering step: clustering of the classifier output using 
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA).

Object Tracking
●Object tracking to extract automatically a set of training 
samples which are used later to compute the object classifier.

●Extremely randomized trees (random ferns) are used to 
track online the object during the video sequence.

●Online random ferns [1] are computed/updated incrementally 
using its own detection hypotheses in images (self-learning).

Object Classifier
●Efficient and discriminative object classifier based on the 
boosted combination of random ferns [2].

●Each fern is a set of binary features (pixel comparisons) 
computed at specific image location.

●The most discriminative ferns are chosen via AdaBoost. 

Clustering
●Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis [3]  are used to 
discover automatically intra-class object modalities (latent 
variable). The overall object appearance is discretized in 
multiple sample clusters with strong feature similarity.

●Tree-structured visual words, obtained from the output of 
the BRFs classifier, are used to perform the clustering.

Synthetic Experiments
2D classification problem involving two complex classes.

Real Experiments
Detection and pose estimation of faces and 3D objects.             
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Classification Results Precision-Recall Plot Score Class Distributions

●Average classification results of BRFs and RFs classifiers:

●Average confusion values in the clustering labels:

●Classification results of BRFs for multimodal distributions:
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